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Abstract: Controversy surrounds the effectiveness of educational gamification on learners’ motivation to study. Prior
papers attempting to summarize the available empirical evidence on the topic encompass too many additional domains
like the academic performance so that the motivational point is discentrated. Hence, the current meta-analysis aimed to
synthesize research findings limited to the clearly stated impact of gamification on higher education students’ academic
motivation. Results from random effects proportion meta-analysis applied to seven relevant studies with a total of 368
students showed a pooled proportion of 29.68%. In other words, game design elements incorporated into the learning
activities were significantly motivating for only about one-third of participants. The assumption of homogeneity was
violated for certain reasons. As part of the discussion, previous scholars’ efforts to identify moderating factors of
successful gamification were overviewed, and their practicality was questioned. It is concluded that the issue of whether
educational gamification can amplify students’ learning motivation remains an area for further research.
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INTRODUCTION
Motivation can be perceived as an intrinsic power
that greatly redounds to one’s volition to take action
towards a goal [1]. More germane to an educational
context, motivation refers to students’ willingness to
learn viewed as a driving force of sustained
engagement and a catalyst of self-regulated learning,
which in turn brings improved academic performance
for the most part [2, 3]. It has been empirically proved
that broadening the circle of channels for the
knowledge transfer, including gamifying a course,
might facilitate learning, particularly in terms of intrinsic
motivation [4], that is person’s desire for action based
on an inherent interest in the task itself [5].
There is a highly cited cognitive theory addressing
students’
learning
motivation,
namely
selfdetermination theory, which considers the motivation
as contingent on human beings’ demands for
competing, autonomous action (inclusive of making
choices), as well as feeling of belongingness with a
community and interacting with others [6]. These
fundamental psychological needs can be satisfied
through various informal learning approaches, including
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educational gamification, which should be implemented
in accordance with the principles of competence,
autonomy, and relatedness expected to be core
motivational drivers [7].
Gamification means the deployment of game
components in a non-game environment intended to
engage individuals [8]. Gamified learning has been
extensively reported to propel students’ academic
motivation, reduce their learning anxiety, draw them in
a task, facilitate interaction, and maintain goal-oriented
activity [9]. The success is most likely rooted in the use
of ludic activities providing an atmosphere conducive to
learning, diverse incentives, shortened feedback
cycles, and eased attitude towards failure [8].
A dearth of learners’ self-regulation and intrinsic
motivation to study is widely faced by educators in
today’s world [10, 11]. This imbroglio has been
documented to correlate with various destructive
behaviors and outcomes in an academic context. For
instance, an investigation of longitudinal data revealed
that learners’ early motivation is associated with
adequate levels of educational attainment and need for
cognition in adulthood, whereas lower academic
intrinsic motivation from elementary through high
school relates to the risk of shortages in those
variables [12].
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Nevertheless, virtually all previous attempts to
assemble the available empirical evidence on the
effectiveness of educational gamification cover (in
addition to learning motivation) several other constructs
like academic performance, engagement, cognitive
load, behavioral learning outcome, and so forth
motivational point is discentrated. As such, the metaanalysis carried out by [13] strived to orchestrate
research on the effects of gamification on cognitive,
motivational, and behavioral learning outcomes.
Among 16 individual studies that the authors selected
for evaluating motivational learning outcomes, one is a
book chapter that deals with vocational students, one
does not investigate motivation at all, the samples of
three primary studies consist of school students, and
four are conference proceedings, lecture notes, and a
doctoral dissertation, while the grey literature is beyond
the scope of the meta-analysis presented here.
Besides, five of the 16 studies report outcomes
pertaining
to
participants’
task
performance,
engagement, attitudes toward lessons, or separate
components of human motivation but do not provide
unambiguous evidence on how the intervention
influenced learning motivation per se.
Furthermore, [14] made an effort to explore how the
introduction of gamification in educational settings
affects students’ learning outcomes, including
motivation. Out of 30 primary studies selected for that
meta-analysis, six are focused on academic
achievement, four involve school students, three lack
clarity in reporting results concerning motivation level,
one relies on qualitative data, one could not be found in
references, and another one compares motivation
degree between two experimental groups for some
reason. Moreover, eleven of the 30 records are
dissertations, conference papers, or proceedings. The
research, therefore, cannot be deemed relevant to the
topic under discussion. Finally, out of 14 papers
integrated by [15], only three describe the academic
motivation of higher education students impacted by
gamified learning, one of which is Spanish-language.
Hence, the debate over whether gamification can
encourage learning motivation is open so far. The
current meta-analysis aspires to make a contribution to
research on the subject by focusing on motivational
learning outcomes claimed in relevant empirical
studies. The research question is as follows: are higher
education students whose learning was gamified
experience higher motivation for studying than their
pretest levels or those who engaged in more
conventional instruction?
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METHODOLOGY
Literature Search Strategy
A bibliographic review using terms gamification and
motivation was run by title and keywords in
ScienceDirect,
Google
Scholar,
and
Scopus
databases. On top of that, we screened the reference
lists from meta-analyses undertaken by [13-15]. The
current meta-analysis only incorporated experimental
and quasi-experimental studies on higher education
students providing a quantitative evaluation of the
impact of gamified learning interventions on students’
intrinsic motivation. Since, within gamification theory,
intrinsic motivation is the heart of self-determination
that impacts academic success crucially, energizing
learners to participate in academic activities without
external pressure or incentives. Recent research
discovered a positive association between intrinsic
motivation and university students’ course grades [16,
7] and between intrinsic motivation and performance in
an array of domains [17]. If the type of motivation was
not specified, then motivation was accepted as
motivation in general (conceived as high autonomy and
low control), and the data was extracted for analysis.
That is, there must have been categorical data
reflecting exactly participants’ motivation (like survey
scores) obviously indicated by the authors as a
statistically significant difference between pretest and
post-test results or significant dissimilarity between a
control group and an experimental one after treatment.
Conclusions relying on incomplete, anecdotal, or
equivocal evidence were deemed ineligible, and
studies with inexplicit research design such as
unreported sample size. Only English full-text papers
published in peer-reviewed scientific journals between
2011 and 2021 were accepted. Book chapters,
conference proceedings, theses, case reports, and
alike were excluded.
Data Extraction
Following the initial screening and removal of
duplicates, about fifty remaining records were further
assessed. At last, seven studies with a total of 368
subjects (see Table 1) were consensually recognized
by the research team as meeting the inclusion criteria.
The papers were subjected to the extraction of the data
required for a proportion meta-analysis (i. e., group
sizes and whether the outcome of interest was
achieved in a statistically significant manner) aimed at
obtaining a pooled effectiveness rate for educational
gamification. Unfortunately, only [18] indicated how
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Table 1: Study Characteristics
First author
(year)

N

Intervention

Duration

Motivation
increased

Frost (2015)
[20]

80

Positive grade growth, leaderboard, storyline, lives, and medals
incorporated into a learning management system.

Within 3 months

No

Stansbury
(2017) [21]

93

Several gamification elements (exposition, role-playing
exercises, choice, and others) were implemented into an
educational context

3 times a week for 50 min
each semester over one
academic year

Yes

van Roy
(2018) [22]

40

Need-supporting game elements (challenges, unannounced
badges and a group competition) implemented in Google +
Communities used in a university course

15 weeks

No

61

Game-based elements (e.g., scores, points, badges, and
leaderboards) incorporated into the flipped classroom practice
through an online gamification quiz

8 sessions over a 12-week
semester

Yes

Garcia-Cabot
(2020) [23]

27

A gamified social e-learning platform (with store, achievements,
tasks, leaderboards, and points) used by students

Within 3 months

No

Ferriz-Valero
(2020) [18]

127

A gamified educational platform including role-playing and the
achievement of points by students

A five-week programme with
a total of 30 h

No

Kyewski
(2018) [24]

20

Badges issued for successful task performance and specific
activities within an e-learning course in a higher education
setting

1 semester

No

Zainuddin
(2018)
[1]

many participants eventually had a positive result,
whereas the rest studies just reported the effect for a
group as a whole so that no distinctions could be made
and the presence or the lack of the target outcome was
assigned to all subjects in an intervention group. Owing
to the small number of included studies, any precalculation arcsine-based transformations would not
work correctly [19], so proportions were entered
unchanged.
Statistical Analysis
The meta-analytic procedure was executed through
MedCalc version 20 statistical software (MedCalc
Software bv, Ostend, Belgium) and resulted in a forest
plot exposing individual and pooled effect estimates
with
their
95%
confidence
intervals,
using
DerSimonian-Laird weights for the random-effects
model. To check whether the data are combinable
(homogenous), I2 score (>75% considered pointing to
high heterogeneity) and Q-test (alpha set at 5%) were
computed, and a Galbraith plot was generated by
means of Meta-Essentials [25].

described studies yielded a summary proportion of
29.68% (0.69, 76.87), which might be construed as
approximately 30% success rate in enhancing
students’ motivation for learning in case of integrating
gamification into the university curriculum. However,
the results are undermined by overt heterogeneity
across studies demonstrated by both Q-test (PQ =
0.000) and I2 score (84.24%). This is bolstered by the
distance between the effect estimates in the forest plot.
Identifying the possible sources of heterogeneity was
impossible in view of the low number of available
records.

Ethical Statement
Ethics approval was not required for this study.
RESULTS
Forest plot (Figure 1) emerging from this random
effects proportion meta-analysis applied to the

Figure 1: Results of a proportion meta-analysis of studies on
the effect of educational gamification on students’ motivation.
Black squares represent effect estimates (size relative to
study weight), whereas the black diamond displays the
pooled proportion. Horizontal lines indicate 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 2: A Galbraith plot for a meta-analysis of studies on the effect of educational gamification on students’ motivation. Each
dot represents an individual study. Significant heterogeneity and publication bias can be evinced by the presence of more than
5% of studies outside the area bounded by the two 95% confidence interval lines in parallel to the centrally positioned line
showing an unweighted regression of z-scores on the inverse of the standard error with the intercept constrained to zero.

Moreover, the Galbraith plot (Figure 2) depicts two
of the seven selected studies lying outside the twoconfidence-interval region represented by two parallel
lines enclosing a regression line, which suggests the
presence of both heterogeneity and publication bias,
albeit examining the latter is considered meaningless
when between-‐study inconsistency is substantial.
However, heterogeneity was inevitable in this metaanalysis because, in most investigations exploring the
influence of gamification elements on students’
motivation, the average group score on the
corresponding questionnaire is utilized to measure the
intervention effectiveness. Accordingly, from such
results, as mentioned earlier, it is impossible to
ascertain how many participants had a positive result
upon completion of the experiment, unlike biomedical
research.
DISCUSSION
The scope of this meta-analysis was limited to the
application of gamification to magnify higher education
students’ academic motivation. As for the initial
research question, empirical evidence considered here

favours an ability of educational gamification to
encourage students’ motivation for learning. There are
limitations in this paper, including the small number of
reviewed primary studies. However, the present
analysis
was
underpowered
by
ex-ante
inhomogeneous effect sizes, owing primarily to the use
of a proportion meta-analysis not entirely appropriate
for the extracted data. However, bearing in mind that
most studies of interest utilize the survey method to
examine levels of participants’ motivation, we believe it
is even more misleading to meta-analytically aggregate
those responses, as was done in earlier research,
given the discrepancies between the questionnaires
used.
Overall, game design elements incorporated into
the learning process were found to be significantly
motivating for only about one-third of higher education
students involved in the studies observed herein. At the
same time, it is reasonable to assume that even in
those experiments where gamification proved unable to
increase learning motivation, the intervention was still
effective for some part of the sample. Hence, the actual
effectiveness is presumably around 50%. It is safe to
say that these findings mirror contradictory pictures
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emerging from several existing empirical investigations
into the impacts of gamification on academic
motivation.
When attempting to address the problem of mixed
results, prior meta-analysts have resorted to evaluating
the effectiveness of educational gamification depending
on the type of game design element, context, and other
moderating factors. For example, when [13] looked into
moderator variables within their meta-analytic work,
they identified that gamification blending competition
and collaboration might serve as a source of motivation
as opposed to settings restricted to competition. In turn,
discussing outcomes from their experiment using a
gamification plugin for an e-learning platform, [26] note
some students admitted post facto that they were not
encouraged by competing with groupmates for a rank
in the leaderboard.
Furthermore, [13] state that only those gamification
implementations lasting one to six months were
motivating for participants, which cannot be supported
by evidence from the present research where
interventions lasting three months and a year reported
a significant result.
It is worth noting that [27] and [14] complained
earlier about the limited gamification design elements
implemented in educational settings that amounted
mainly to extrinsic rewards like points, leaderboards,
and badges. Those may bring the risk of eroding
intrinsic motivations with the shift to extrinsic motivation
when learning activities are performed merely to attain
an outcome rather than because of desire for the
activities themselves [28]. The same research design
drawback is true for the primary studies reviewed
herein, which could be a speculative explanation for the
observed marginal positive effects of gamification.
Anyway, it has to be acknowledged that those sub-split
moderator analyses have each time only led to rather
blurry and unstable findings.
Arguably, the solution lies in dealing with far deeper
dimensions. Particularly, [29] argued that it is important
whether a game type is appropriate to the learning
content and whether the latter is suitable for a game at
all, referring to [30] as an illustration. In addition, [31]
and [22] advocate that the effectiveness of applying
gamification to enhance the level of motivation for
studying depends largely on whether the game
elements support certain psychological needs of
students, which is consistent with the postulates of the
self-determination theory. On top of that, [32]
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emphasizes the worth of game thinking for applying
gamification in an educational context. That is, an
experimenter or practitioner should feel how the
operationalized gamification elements influence the
educational process and keep on promoting it based on
the feedback from the learners.
Altogether, the above perhaps negates the
probability of discovering some universally successful
gamification solution, even within a given contingent.
Nonetheless, further research seems to be the only
reasonable strategy for improving educational
gamification. In this sense, we support the
recommendation for future researchers [28] to try
alternative game design elements like quests instead of
those overused.
CONCLUSION
To summarize, the present study results do not
support the suggestion that gamified learning activities
may be effective in facilitating learning motivation
among higher education students. Despite all the
limitations, we hope the current paper could contribute
to the field by aiding in debiasing decision-making
regarding the gamification of learning activities.
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